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Group PartNo Part Description Price Ex.Vat Price Inc.Vat

Centre Tunnels

R01SE0285 340R rear 12v electrical socket cover, carbon £199.95 £234.94

R01SU0191 LHd 340R centre tunnel, carbon £299.95 £352.44

R01SU0088 RHd 340R centre tunnel, carbon £299.95 £352.44

Dash Boards

R01SU0041 Carbon dash top for lotus 340R, for LH drive vehicles (pre-cut 2x2 twill carbon, 3 plys) £119.00 £139.83

R01SU0030 Carbon dash top for lotus 340R, for RHdrive vehicles (pre-cut 2x2 twill carbon, 3 plys) £119.00 £139.83

Engine Covers / Heat Shields

R01SE0169 Rover k-series (early) elise / 340r / exige s1 carbon fibre ht lead cam cover £149.00 £175.08

R01SE0508 S1 Elise/ S1Exige/340R full cam cover carbon £279.00 £327.83

Footwell Dividers

R01SU0143 Elise/Exige/340R, LHd centre forward divider, carbon £189.00 £222.08

R01SU0141 Elise/Exige/340R, RHd centre forward divider, carbon £189.00 £222.08

Front Spoilers

R01SB0053 340R front spoiler splitter, carbon £195.00 £229.13

R01SB0051 340R front spoiler, carbon (deep version) with splitter plate & gurney end plates with brake ducts £1488.87 £1749.42

R01SB0107 340R front spoiler, carbon (std depth version) with splitter plate & gurney end plates with brake ducts £1599.00 £1878.83

R01SB0052 340R front spoiler, grp (deep version) with splitter plate & gurney end plates with brake ducts £1170.44 £1375.27

R01SB0108 340R front spoiler, grp (std depth version) with splitter plate & gurney end plates with brake ducts £1299.00 £1526.33

Gearknobs, Carbon Non-lift Reverse

R01SU0128 Carbon fibre gearknob (m10-1.5 non-lift reverse, tungsten filled) £106.45 £125.08

R01SU0126 Carbon fibre gearknob (m10-1.5 non-lift reverse, un-filled) £89.99 £105.74

R01SU0134 Carbon gearknob light bulb style (std tufnol, tungsten filled) £106.45 £125.08

R01SU0034 Carbon gearknob lihght bulb style (std tufnol, un-filled) £89.99 £105.74

Gearknobs, Texalium Non-lift Reverse

R01SU0129 Silver texalium gearknob, lacquered (m10-1.5 non-lift reverse, tungsten filled) £112.84 £132.59

R01SU0127 Silver texalium gearknob, lacquered (m10-1.5 non-lift reverse, un-filled) £97.95 £115.09

R01SU0135 Silver texalium gearknob, lacquered (std tufnol, tungsten filled) £112.84 £132.59

R01SU0089 Silver texalium gearknob, lacquered (std tufnol, un-filled) £97.95 £115.09

Intake Snorkels Other

R01SB0012 340R carbon fibre footwell cooler scoop £599.00 £703.83

R01SB0008 340R carbon fibre rear engine cover with 'boost tube' complete unpainted assy £1299.00 £1526.33

Lotus Scoops

R01SB0046 340R grp boost tube assy, unpainted (with carbon cowl ring) £1095.00 £1286.63

Reverie LTDReverie LTDReverie LTDReverie LTD

R01SB0046 340R grp boost tube assy, unpainted (with carbon cowl ring) £1095.00 £1286.63

R01SB6065 Lotus Elise / 340R/ Exige S1 / S2 / 2-eleven abs front top wishbone motionsport disc bell air canal ducts (pair) £109.00 £128.08

Number Plate Holders

R01SB0118 340R rear number plate holder, carbon £159.00 £186.83

Radiator / Cooling Vent

R01SU0212 Radiator air exit normalizing bra for lotus 340R (LHd) £349.00 £410.08

R01SU0031 Radiator air exit normalizing bra for lotus 340R (RHd) £349.00 £410.08

Rear bodywork items for 340R

R01SB0041 340R carbon rear mid spoiler £1699.00 £1996.33

R01SB0088 340R rear infill barbeque panel, carbon £499.00 £586.33

R01SB0089 340R small mid spoiler infill panel £124.95 £146.82

Rear Diffusers For Lotus

R01SB0253 340R/2-eleven, long 270/630/270 three element rear diffuser (for wider mid floors only, no fixing holes) £829.00 £974.08

R01SB0341 Lotus 340R carbon rear diffuser long length £499.00 £586.33

R01SB0340 Lotus 340R carbon rear diffuser medium length £469.00 £551.08

R01SB0339 Lotus 340R carbon rear diffuser short length £389.00 £457.08

Seats, Brushed Nylon Cushion Kits

R01SI6043 Mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seat cushion kit, brushed nylon, black (mc05) £99.00 £116.33

Seats, Carbon Leather Cushion Kits

R01SI6024 Mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seat cushion kit, carbon leather, black £179.00 £210.33

Seats, Dinamica Cushion Kits

R01SI6045 Mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seat cushion kit, dinamica, Black (9059) £129.00 £151.58

R01SI6045G Mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seat cushion kit, dinamica, grey £129.00 £151.58

R01SI6045R Mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seat cushion kit, dinamica, red (9051) £129.00 £151.58

R01SI6045RB Mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seat cushion kit, dinamica, royal blue (8426) £129.00 £151.58

Seats, FIA Spacer Fabric Cushion Kits

R01SI6135 Fia spacer fabric, for mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seats (black revsp001) £99.00 £116.33

R01SI6135BE Fia spacer fabric, for mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seats (blue revsp002) £99.00 £116.33

R01SI6135R Fia spacer fabric, for mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seats red (revsp003) £99.00 £116.33

R01SI6135G Fia spacer fabric, for mulsanne, x & xr (narrow) seats,  grey (revsp004) £93.00 £109.28

Seats, Universal

R01SI0017 Mulsanne b single skin seat (carbon/grp) £599.00 £703.83

R01SI0001 Mulsanne c twin skin seat (carbon fibre) £899.00 £1056.33

R01SI0047 X c twin skin seat, narrow version (carbon fibre) £969.00 £1138.58

R01SI0036 Xr c twin skin seat, narrow version (carbon fibre) £1199.00 £1408.83

Shell / Clam Guards

R01SB0103 LH 340R carbon top shell guard £499.00 £586.33

R01SB0104 RH 340R carbon top shell guard £499.00 £586.33

Special Offer Steering Wheels

R01SH0196 Eclipse 315 steering wheel Suede trimmed, momo/omp/sparco 6 on 70mm 12 oclock drilled centre £609.00 £715.58
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Steering Wheel Accessories

R01SH6000 Momo/sparco boss kit, budget long version (for Elise/340R/Exige without snap-off boss) £39.99 £46.99

R01SH6018 Momo/sparco collapsible boss kit, long version (for Elise/340R/Exige without snap-off boss) £75.19 £88.35

Steering Wheels, Trimmed, Momo / Sparco  / OMP

R01SH0037 Rally 330 carbon steering wheel momo/sparco/omp drilling suede trimmed £529.00 £621.58

R01SH0159 Rally 330 carbon steering wheel to take farringdon dash, momo/sparco/omp drilling suede trimmed £609.00 £715.58

Steering Wheels, Untrimmed Momo / Sparco / OMP

R01SH0001 Eclipse 315 steering wheel, momo/omp/sparco 6 on 70mm 12 oclock drilled centre £499.00 £586.33

Underfloor Parts Lotus

R01SB0247 Elise S1&S2 / Exige S1 / 340R (k-series), wider width rear floor section (with 2 naca ducts) £479.00 £562.83

R01SB0322 Elise S1&S2 / Exige S1 / 340R (k-series), wider width with 4mm alloy honeycomb rear floor section featuring hard pads (with 2 naca ducts). Please advise if you want no naca ducts if running engine/gearbox coolers etc.£699.00 £821.33

R01SB0177 Elise S1&S2 / Exige S1 /340R (k-series), std width rear floor section (with 2 naca ducts) £479.00 £562.83

R01SB0323 Elise S1&S2 / Exige S1 /340R (k-series), std width with 4mm alloy honeycomb rear floor section featuring hard pads (with 2 naca ducts).£699.00 £821.33

Wing Accessories, Rear 

R01SB0023 340R carbon rear wing supports std height (pair) £999.00 £1173.83

R01SB0043 340R carbon/nomex high level rear wing supports, raises spoiler by 100mm (pair) £1099.00 £1291.33

R01SB0050 340R carbon/nomex high level rear wing supports, raises spoiler by 230mm (pair) £1199.00 £1408.83

Wings, Lotus Fitment, Rear

R01SB0190 340R, motorsport curved rear wing, carbon, 225mm chord, 960mm long (fits between std alloy supports) £949.00 £1115.08

R01SB0195 340R, motorsport rear wing curved, carbon, 225mm chord, 1650mm wide, adjustable (fits between reverie supports if you redrill supports with hard pads to suit)£1299.00 £1526.33

R01SB0258 340R, motorsport rear wing, straight carbon, 225mm chord, 1245mm wide, adjustable (fits on std supports with supplied 3mm carbon extensions bolt on supplied)£1250.00 £1468.75


